Dear Authors,

A special issue of Model Assisted Statistics and Applications (MASA) vol. 16, #1, 2021 will be devoted to the

“Statistical Modeling of Pandemics”

We welcome any type of Statistical/Mathematical Modeling/Estimation on COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS). A pandemic outbreak could be a decreasing/increasing function of some influencing variables, identification of which can help people to protect their lives in viral pandemics. New articles related to the previous outbreaks of influenza, E-BOLA, ZIKA, etc., may be submitted as well.

The authors are encouraged to submit their papers by November 30, 2020, as per regular guidelines at iospress.nl/model-assisted-statistics-and-applications, to the Guest Editors for the special issue – the members of MASA Editorial Board –

Dr. Igor Mandel, President at Redviser Inc. (igor.mandel@gmail.com) and
Dr. Boris Zaslavsky, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (timanika15@gmail.com)

About the journal
Model Assisted Statistics and Applications is a peer reviewed international journal. Model Assisted Statistics means an improvement of inference and analysis by use of correlated information, or an underlying theoretical or design model. This might be the design, adjustment, estimation, or analytical phase of statistical project. This information may be survey generated or coming from an independent source. Original papers in the field of sampling theory, econometrics, timeseries, design of experiments, and multivariate analysis will be preferred. Papers of both applied and theoretical topics are acceptable.